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❖ sPHENIX detector and 
physics program

❖ Physics opportunities with 
forward instrumentation
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1.5 T BaBar

The new eight o’clock experiment



Core physics program in 2020 / 2021
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LRP: Reaching for the Horizon
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"The upgraded RHIC facility provides unique 
capabilities that must be utilized to explore the 
properties and phases of quark and gluon matter 
in the highest temperatures of the early universe and 
to explore the spin structure of the proton." 

“We recommend a high-energy high-
luminosity polarized EIC as the highest 
priority for new facility construction 
following the completion of FRIB.”



What additional physics can we do 
with sPHENIX in 2020 / 2021?
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❖ Fragmentation functions

❖ Jet single-spin asymmetries

❖ Drell-Yan and Modified Universality

❖ Probing gluon saturation via spin asymmetries

❖ Diffraction and accessing GPDs

high
η



A forward detector option at 1<η<4
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EMCal 
(PHENIX MPC(-EX), PbGl, PbSc)

HCal

GEM stations

FVTX
(PHENIX)

Roman
Pots

mini MuID

MuID
(PHENIX)
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Passive field shaper
Hipperco-50

BaBar solenoid: 1.5 T

High rapidity momentum resolution

fsPHENIX



Probing hadron fragmentation in jets
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zh ⌘ pT /p
jet
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• LO: zh = z → scan fragmentation function
• pp: probe gluon fragmentation function directly
• TPC: dE/dx → leading hadron ID

Phys. Rev. D 92, 054015
NLO calculations
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How does the nuclear environment 
affect fragmentation functions?
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Does this behavior persist at high Q2?



Transverse single spin asymmetries
in polarized pp collisions
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Left

Right
Single-pion
final states



Why are inclusive jet asymmetries 
smaller than those for single hadrons?
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How to distinguish ‘up’ and ‘down’ 
quark jets in an experiment
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Jets with positive z>0.5 hadron Jets with negative z>0.5 hadron



Jet and leading hadron charge 
measurements can test models
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fsPHENIX fsPHENIX

Anselmino et. al. : Phys Rev. D 88 054023 (2013) Gamberg, Kang and Prokudin: Phys Rev. Lett. 110:232301 (2013)



Drell-Yan and Modified Universality
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How does evolution change anticipated 
asymmetries?
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Complementing COMPASS DY data
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Cold nuclear matter: Probing gluons 
at high densities with pA collisions

Saturation?

Saturation predicted at

STAR Beam Use
Request 15/16



Using spin as a tool to investigate 
gluon saturation
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Kang, Yuan: PRD 84, 034019 (2011)
Y. Kovchegov & M.D. Sievert: PRD 86, 034028 (2012)

fsPHENIX:
Extend direct photon measurements,
add Drell-Yan and jet measurements

π0 in PHENIX MPC-EX



Diffractive measurements
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Connection between transverse single-
spin asymmetry and diffraction?

non-diffractive

single-diffractive

double
diffractive

central
diffractive



Ultra-peripheral collisions can access 
GPD E for gluons at RHIC
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Au-shine

AN 6= 0 GPD E 6= 0

set scale for EIC
measurements

STAR Beam Use Request 15/16



The EIC- “A Bridge Between 
Quarks / Gluons And Nuclei”
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❖How does the nuclear environment affect the 
distribution of quarks and gluons and their propagation?

❖How are the sea quarks and gluons, 
and their spins, distributed in space 
and momentum inside the nucleon?

❖Where does the saturation 
of gluon densities set in?

arXiv:1212.1701v3
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Evolution of fsPHENIX into an 
Electron Ion Collider experiment
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TPC + additional GEMs
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Summary 

sPHENIX + additional forward instrumentation can utilize 
the unique RHIC capabilities to significantly add to our 
exploration of spin phenomena and cold nuclear matter.

The forward upgrade is a natural next 
step in the evolution of sPHENIX into 
a full-fledged EIC experiment.
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ADDITIONAL SLIDES
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Possible sources of transverse single 
spin asymmetries
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fsPHENIX Collins Asymmetry
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Charged(clusters(
with(>=3 tracks,(
single*trackπ0’s



Generalized Parton Distributions
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‘Form Factors’
2D

GPDs
2+1 D+ =

Parton Density
Functions

1D
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valence to low-x physics
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Proton Structure: Longitudinal Spin

arXiv:1402.1209v1



SIDIS: Transverse Momentum 
Dependent Parton Distributions
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Sivers Function

arXiv:1212.1701v3
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Exclusive Measurements: 3D Imaging 
of Gluon Distribution (GPDs)
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Gluon Saturation
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Parton Propagation in Nuclear 
Matter
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